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films were chosen on the basis of the theoretical results as well as from the expe-
rience from the deposition of FL–CNx thin films.
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tron microscopy, analysis of the amount of elements and chemical bonds present
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and mechanical property analysis by nanoindentation. The CPx films exhibit a
short range ordered structure with FL characteristics for substrate temperature of
300 °C and for a phosphorus content of 10–15 at.%, which is consistent with the
theoretical findings. These films also displayed the best mechanical properties in
terms of hardness and resiliency, which are better than those of the corresponding
FL–CNx films.

For the FL–CNx thin film material, I find that the surface water adsorption is
lower compared to commercial computer hard disk top coatings. Following that
line the dangling bonds in FL–CNx coatings have been investigated by electron
spin resonance (ESR). The absence of ESR signal for FL–CNx indicates very low



density of dangling bonds in the material, which explains the low water adsorption
tendency.

The potential for using highly elastic FL–CNx coatings in an automotive valve-
train environment has also been investigated. CNx coatings of different nitrogen
content were investigated using microscopy, wear testing, nanoindentation testing,
and in an experimental cam-tappet testing rig. The FL–CNx coating with the
higher value of hardness/elastic modulus showed greater durability in cam-tappet
wear testing.
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Abstract

This Thesis concerns the development of fullerene-like (FL) carbon nitride (CNx)
thin films and the discovery of phosphorus-carbide (CPx) compounds. The work
dedicated to CPx include first-principles theoretical simulations of the growth and
properties of FL–CPx structures. I have employed DC magnetron sputtering meth-
ods to synthesize both CNx and CPx thin films. The deposition conditions for CPx

films were chosen on the basis of the theoretical results as well as from the expe-
rience from the deposition of FL–CNx thin films.

The characterization of the CPx films is divided into three main directions:
structural characterization by transmission electron microscopy and scanning elec-
tron microscopy, analysis of the amount of elements and chemical bonds present
in the structure by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Auger spectroscopy,
and mechanical property analysis by nanoindentation. The CPx films exhibit a
short range ordered structure with FL characteristics for substrate temperature of
300 °C and for a phosphorus content of 10–15 at.%, which is consistent with the
theoretical findings. These films also displayed the best mechanical properties in
terms of hardness and resiliency, which are better than those of the corresponding
FL–CNx films.

For the FL–CNx thin film material, I find that the surface water adsorption is
lower compared to commercial computer hard disk top coatings. Following that
line the dangling bonds in FL–CNx coatings have been investigated by electron
spin resonance (ESR). The absence of ESR signal for FL–CNx indicates very low
density of dangling bonds in the material, which explains the low water adsorption
tendency.

The potential for using highly elastic FL–CNx coatings in an automotive valve-
train environment has also been investigated. CNx coatings of different nitrogen
content were investigated using microscopy, wear testing, nanoindentation testing,
and in an experimental cam-tappet testing rig. The FL–CNx coating with the
higher value of hardness/elastic modulus showed greater durability in cam-tappet
wear testing.
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Preface

– “Naive realism leads to physics, and physics, if true, shows naive
realism to be false.”

– Bertrand Russell

With this dissertation I conclude this cycle of my work on carbon based
fullerene-like thin films that I have been doing for the past five years. The project
started as a continuation work on the fullerene-like carbon nitrides project that
had been ongoing for more than ten year in the Thin Film Physics Division at
Linköping University and evolved into the completely new project on phosphorus
carbide thin films with fullerene-like structural characteristics. The work has been
very challenging and in what concerns phosphorus carbide also a high risk project.
Me and my co-workers set off with our idea of phosphorus carbide in an adventure
that we could not know where it would lead us. The choice of tools we could use
for our theoretical work was very limited yet powerful. For the synthesis of phos-
phorus carbide, I faced the challenge to design and build from scratch a deposition
system. This combined with the challenges of taking the carbon nitride project in
the direction of investigating their applicability, put my patience and capabilities
to a tough test. The final results, of which major part I present in this Thesis,
were, I must admit, better and more rewarding than all expectations of me and
my colleagues.

I am grateful to many people who have helped me, supported me and/or con-
tributed to my work during the past years. I would like to express here a special
appreciation to some people to whom I owe the most:� Lars, my supervisor, for giving me this great opportunity, guidance, and

keeping me motivated when I encountered what at first (and sometimes
even after second) glance appeared as “unsolvable problems”, and for having
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patience in reading and correcting my manuscripts. Also, by no means less
important, for instructing me in scientific/general diplomacy.� Hans, my co-supervisor, for your guidance, help around providing ideas and
vital components for the equipment related issues, patience in reading and
correcting my manuscripts, and especially, for our chemistry related help and
discussions.� Gueorgui, for all the help and instructions concerning the numerical modeling
and patience in correcting my errors. Equally important, for our illuminating
discussions about cars, science fiction, and linguistics of Slavic and Latin-
group languages. With you I really have the feeling to work with an elite.� Esteban, for sharing your knowledge of CNx with me and for our collabora-
tion.� Nikola, my diploma work supervisor, for introducing me to the thin film
science, having confidence in me, and for recommending me to Lars to employ
me as a PhD student.� Jörg, for introducing me to the fullerene-like beast which only few can tame.� Vio, for all the help concerning my calculations related questions and all
non-work related discussions.� Parisa, for your friendship. You are really an unique person.� Sven, for granting me the access to NSC resources, providing me all the CPU
time I needed, and for our collaboration.� Igor, for your outstanding lectures which opened to me the whole new aspects
of theoretical physics. I really consider your way of teaching as a model for
university lecturing.� Reine, my mentor, for all our instructive conversations and support.� Kalle, for all your help in all technical issues, and particularly for your sug-
gestions concerning the lab equipment construction.� Thomas, for being always available when “Leo” was flagrantly refusing obe-
dience.� Inger, for your kindness and patience.� Jenny, Davide and everyone else in the group for all non-thin film related
(and thin film related) talks during all those coffee breaks.� Last but in no way the least, my family, for all your support.

Linköping, February 2009
Andrej Furlan
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

– “The fundamental cause of the trouble is that in the modern
world the stupid are cocksure while the intelligent are full of doubt.”

– Bertrand Russell

In this chapter is given a general summary of the work presented in this Thesis,
the main objectives of my research, and the motivations on which I based my work.
I present the general overview of carbon-based fullerene-like thin films, from which
FL-CNx were developed, their applications, and how those structures served as a
basis for the synthesis of CPx compounds. The distinction is also made between
fullerenes and fullerene-like structures.

1.1 Research Objectives

My thesis work elaborates on three main directions:

i) synthesis and characterization of CPx thin films;

ii) synthesis and characterization of FL–CNx thin films;

iii) theoretical modeling of FL–CPx structures.

Although during the years as a PhD student I invested most of the time in the
research on phosphorus-carbide (CPx) structures which was the main project in my
PhD education, I will start the report on my work with explaining some details on
fullerene-like carbo-nitrides (FL–CNx) which gave the initial pattern on my studies
and evolved into performance studies. CPx coatings themselves were inspired by
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2 Introduction

FL–CNx structures which served as a basis for their development. For the FL–
CNx topic, my objective was to expand the knowledge about its water absorption
for application on, e.g., computer hard disks, as well as their wear performance in
automotive valve trains. Such application requires information on the amount of
water that can be absorbed on FL–CNx coatings lubricated by a lubricant acting
as a head-disk interface. Except playing an important role in corrosion, humidity
affects the lubricant mobility, changing thus the tribological behavior of head-disk
interface and affecting disk lifetime.

Due to their application as top coats on computer hard disks and other po-
tential future applications, there is still a large interest in continued improvement
of the properties of the FL–CNx coatings. However, the prototypical potential
of FL–CNx structures is for them to be regarded as the basis for other carbon
based potentially FL structures with dopant elements other than nitrogen. As a
an alternative dopant element for new FL carbon-based films we chose phosphorus
because of its similarity in valency and differences in electronegativity to nitrogen
and carbon, and its great variety of bonding configurations due partially to the
d-orbital (sp3d) orbital hybridization. To test our approach we first performed nu-
merical modeling on hypothetical FL–CPx structures, presented in Papers I and
II. The theoretical results obtained served as a basis for planning the synthesis
method of CPx coatings. As an initial point deposition conditions in the form of
substrate temperature, discharge gas pressure, and bias voltage, have been chosen
to be similar to those for the optimal FL–CNx. This gave the starting point to
compare structural and mechanical properties of both types of coatings. As a
second step deposition conditions were tuned in order to optimize the structural
and mechanical properties of CPx films, characterization of which showed their
remarkable mechanical properties and confirmed predictions of virtually all our
theoretical models. The CPx thin films expanded significantly the perspective on
not only the potential applications of such coatings, but also on further develop-
ment of FL–CNx and other carbon based structures, for the moment hypothetical,
having as dopants elements other than nitrogen or phosphorus, such as sulfur or
arsenic.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This Thesis is divided into three main parts. The first part, represented by Chapter
2, I give a description of FL–CNx thin solid films, including the relation between
the structural and mechanical properties of FL–CNx coatings, chemistry of carbon
and nitrogen and film growth mechanism through precursor formation and nitrogen
incorporation into the graphene structure. In the second part which comprises
Chapter 3, I give a summary about the theoretical basis and growth mechanisms
of CPx structures.
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1.3 Carbon-based Fullerene-like Thin Films

When the phase β–C3N4 was theoretically predicted in 1990, it was expected
that the corresponding solid material would exhibit a hardness surpassing even
that of diamond [1]. Such an attribute could indeed be useful for instance in
protective coatings. However, β–C3N4 has remained largely elusive, in spite of
a multitude of studies in the field. One of the major obstacles in the synthesis
of β–C3N4 is the nitrogen content that should be 57% in the phase. Research
shows a maximum nitrogen content of 30 at.%. For vapor phase deposition, the
dissociation of CxNy, (x, y ≤ 2) precursor species is the decisive factor to further
increase the N content [2].

A result of the many attempts to synthesize a crystalline C3N4 was the syn-
thesis of noncrystalline carbon nitride CNx, (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3) [3]. CNx appears in an
amorphous [4] and so called fullerene-like (FL) form [5]. The later was discovered at
Linköping University some ten years ago. While the CNx in its amorphous form is
of limited interest in mechanical and tribological applications [6], its fullerene-like
form showed high compliancy, low plasticity, and mechanical resiliency [3, 6, 7].
This property envelope in combination with the observed good wear resistance
[6, 8] attracted interest in this material as a protective coating. Consequently,
extensive research concerning both synthesis and characterization of FL–CNx has
been undertaken. During the past years the FL–CNx thin solid films have also
found their way to applications in the electronic industry as protective coatings
for computer hard disks. The relatively low friction coefficient [8] of FL–CNx coat-
ings also suggests that the material can be applied as a solid lubricant. A wider
application for industrial purposes has, however, been limited by an apparent in-
adequate adhesion of the coating material when deposited directly onto ferrous
substrates. These apparent shortcomings can be compensated for by applying Ti
or other transition metal-based interlayers. However, there are remaining issues
with respect to anisotropic thermo-mechanical characteristics [9], rapid absorption
of humidity (Paper V,VI), and the narrow deposition window found in the growth
of FL structure [6, 10].

The remarkable mechanical properties of FL–CNx are to a large extent a re-
sult of N-substitution into the graphene sheets [11]. In that context alternative
dopants proved interesting. Carbon, phosphorus, and nitrogen exhibit similarities
in valency, but have different electronegativities. These features together with a
preference to tetrahedral coordination make phosphorus a premiere substitute of
nitrogen. The results of the ab-initio calculations performed as a part of my thesis
work, about presumed FL–CPx structures and the role of CxPy(x, y ≤ 3) clusters
and precursors in deposition flux were suggestive for the prospects of synthesizing
FL–CPx as solid films. The modeled structures suggested energetical conceiv-
ability of inter-linkings of the graphene planes and cross-linkings, plausibility of
phosphorus-phosphorus bonds, and stability of tetragon rings within the graphene
planes. These properties invoke structures with more deformed and interlocked
graphene planes than encountered for FL–CNx, suggesting better mechanical prop-
erties for FL–CPx structures. As a deposition method for our CPx compounds we
choose the magnetron sputtering since it has the advantage that bondings in P4
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molecules can be broken to yield atomic phosphorus and growth of the larger CxPy

is suppressed, thus favorizing formation of smaller CxPy(x, y ≤ 3) growth species
in the deposition flux. These growth species can be incorporated in the graphene
sheet, and promote the formation of a FL structure.

1.4 Difference between Fullerenes and Fullerene-

like Structures

The best known representative of compounds called “Fullerenes” is the C60 molecule,
also known under the name “Buckyball”. This is the molecule with the highest
degree of symmetry known in nature. The ball-like, closed-cage [12], carbon struc-
ture, ranges from 28 carbon atoms as in the smallest stable carbon fullerene C28

[13], over s.c. higher fullerenes C76 to C84, and 540 carbon atoms as in the icosa-
hedral C540 to, possibly, even larger icosahedral cages. Since the discovery of
fullerenes in 1985 [14], compounds with some similar structural properties, most
notably bent graphene planes, have been synthesized and described. Although
the name Fullerene-like (FL) describes well the unusual structure of those com-
pounds, it can be also misleading. Namely, there is a significant difference be-
tween real fullerenes and the so-called “fullerene-like” structures. Fullerenes are
synthesized at high temperatures and in a gas-phase, where carbon is the dom-
inant element. Except pure carbon fullerenes there exist also hetero-fullerenes -
fullerene molecules in which one or more carbon atoms are substituted by atoms of
other elements, such as boron or nitrogen [15, 16, 17]. Different kinds of fullerene
adducts - fullerene derivatives are also known on the other hand. Seifert et al. [18]
investigated pure phosphorus fullerenes, compared them to carbon fullerenes, and
found some pure phosphorus cage structures metastable.

In contrast, the FL structures are solid graphene structures with some fullerene-
like structural features like bent graphene planes, but also cross-linked and inter-
linked basal planes, in bulk solids. In those structures carbon is usually not the
only element, and their graphene planes are deformed in three dimensions, but
never closed into ball-like structure. Representative examples of two real fullerenes
and a FL structure are shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. a) C60 Buckminster fullerene; b) C540 icosahedral fullerene; c)
representative example of a CPx cage-containing FL structure.
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CHAPTER 2

Understanding and Further Development of FL–CNx

– “Have no fear of perfection, you’ll never reach it.”
– Salvador Daĺı

In this chapter, I give the description of the growth mechanism, structural
characteristics and their relation to mechanical properties of the FL–CNx struc-
tures. Although not a primary point of interest in my research, I will start the
presentation with FL–CNx, since this material served us as a basis for the concept
of FL–CPx structures. In order to be able to elaborate the concept of FL–CPx it
is necessary to have the understanding of the precursor formation and structure
growth of FL–CNx structures. This gives the possibility to make a comparison
between the growth mechanisms between the two structures leading to different
structural and mechanical properties. The chemical background of the nitrogen
incorporation into graphene sheets and its conditioning of growth of FL–CNx struc-
tures is also discussed. This will be extended in the next chapter to the discussion
on chemistry of phosphorus and carbon and the reasons of choice of phosphorus
as an alternative dopant element.

2.1 Structural Origins for the Mechanical Prop-

erties of FL–CNx

Attempting to understand the unusual mechanical properties of FL–CNx [3, 6, 7,
19, 20], it is essential to look for the origins to the macroscopic behavior of the
material in its structure and chemical bonds between atoms in and between the
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8 Understanding and Further Development of FL–CNx

basal planes. FL–CNx has a graphene structure for its basis, but the introduc-
tion of nitrogen at substitutional carbon sites leads to some important structural
changes compared to graphite. Nitrogen atoms make it energetically favorable to
introduce pentagon defects inside the graphene planes [5, 3, 19, 21]. The pen-
tagons induce bending and deformation of the graphene planes. This will cause
the nitrogen containing graphene sheets to intersect frequently. Hence, a strong
three-dimensional network will result. The other consequence of nitrogen incorpo-
ration in graphene is the extension of strong bonds originated by sp2 hybridization
between carbon and nitrogen atoms inside the basal planes to three dimensions
due to the supposed sp3 hybridization [11, 21]. However, the sp3 hybridized bonds
remain relatively few in number compared to the sp2 bonds because of the low pro-
portion of nitrogen (usually around 15 at.%). The strong sp2 hybridized bonding
makes the CNx material to retain the in-plane strength of graphite. The physical
interlocking of the graphene planes, on the other hand, as well as their mutual
interconnections by strong, but scarce sp3 hybridized bonds, significantly reduces
their mobility parallel to the graphene planes. As a result the CNx material shows
very pronounced resiliency, compared to graphite.

2.2 Formation Mechanisms of FL–CNx Structures

2.2.1 Chemistry of Carbon and Nitrogen

Carbon and nitrogen are p-block elements located in group 14 and 15 in the
periodic chart, respectively. They posses similar distribution of valence electrons,
with their partially filled 2p orbitals, and they can form dimers bounded with
single, double, or triple bonds.

In the absence of reactions with atoms of other elements, the carbon atom
prefers to create large molecular structures with single bonds between individual
atoms. Such structures can be ordered planar hexagonal graphene structures, but
also lubricostratic or turbostratic graphite, Fig. 2.1, diamond structure, amor-
phous carbon, or various fullerenes and structures exhibiting fullerene-like charac-
teristics. The distribution of valence electrons and the relatively high electronega-
tivity enables the hybridization of s and p valence electrons, Fig. 2.2, which leads
to formation of strong sp, sp2 and sp3 bonding configurations. Due to the tetra-
hedral coordination of hybridized orbitals and the driving force to form bonds to
each other or to other atoms in many different ways, makes it possible for car-
bon to form a wide variety of chemical compounds. This forms the fundament of
organic chemistry.

Nitrogen, on the other hand, forms dimer molecules with triple bonds. Because
of the high bond energy of this triple nitrogen bond (941.7 kJ/mol [22], com-
pared to the 167.0 kJ/mol [23] for a single nitrogen-nitrogen bond), the nitrogen
molecule, N2, is a very stable diatomic molecule. Except strong nitrogen-nitrogen
bonds, nitrogen also forms strong bonds with carbon (bond enthalpy (De): 754.3
kJ/mol), oxygen (De=630.6 kJ/mol), phosphorus (De=617.1 kJ/mol) and sulfur
(De=464.0 kJ/mol) [24]. Consequently, it is not surprising that the most common
dopants in heterocyclic compounds (carbocyclic compounds in which at least one
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b)a)

Figure 2.1. a) Lubricostratic graphite. Graphene sheets are sheared with
respect to other in the sheet plane; b) turbostratic graphite. Graphene sheets
are rotated (and shifted) with respect to the other around the sheet normal.

carbon atom is substituted by an atom of another element) are oxygen, nitrogen
and sulfur.

Both, carbon and nitrogen, are characterized by a strong nuclei, which yields
atoms of small radii. As a result, both carbon and nitrogen are difficult to polarize.
The radius of nitrogen atom is smaller than that of carbon atom with calculated
values of 56 pm and 67 pm respectively [24]. This gives structural implications
in the case of substitutional introduction of nitrogen atoms in graphene plane.
Both elements readily accept electrons in chemical reactions but with a higher
electronegativity seen for nitrogen.

Due to the very high bond enthalpy between carbon and nitrogen atoms, the
additional p-valence electron in the nitrogen 2p-shell, and the higher electroneg-
ativity of nitrogen with respect to carbon, the substitutional incorporation of a
nitrogen atom in a graphene sheet has several implications. In the first place
there is the possibility of the extension of strong bonding configuration inside the
graphene sheets to three dimensions due to the formation of sp3 hybridizations
induced by the additional valence electron. Nitrogen also prefers a non-planar
structure in such graphene networks, thus inducing bond rotations at its sites.
The energy cost for pentagon formation in the graphene structure is significantly
reduced compared to the pure carbon structure, thus causing bending and defor-
mation of the graphene layers.

In the graphene sheet three of the four valence electrons lie in the trigonally
directed sp2 hybrid orbitals lying in the plane and forming σ bonds. The fourth
valence electron lies in a π orbital, normal to the σ bonds plane, and forms weak
Van der Waals bondings with π orbitals in the neighboring graphene planes. Ni-
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Figure 2.2. a) Electron distribution in orbitals for a carbon atom in its ground
state and sp, sp2, and sp3 hybridized; b) for comparison, electron distribution
in orbitals for a nitrogen atom in its ground state and sp2 hybridized.
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trogen, on the other hand, has two surplus electrons in the case of the three fold
sp2 configuration, as for the carbon in graphite. When a nitrogen atom replaces
substitutionally a carbon atom in the graphene sheet, those two electrons will ei-
ther couple together in a single orbital, or settle in the two separate π orbitals,
thus being able to form bonds with other atoms [25].

2.2.2 Precursor Formation

The chemical interaction of N2 with the carbon target during magnetron sputter-
ing, results in the formation of mixed CxNy species on the surface of the target
[26, 27, 20, 28]. The formed species are ejected from the target in the deposi-
tion flux. The consequence is that the majority of species arriving to the growing
film are not single atoms, but preformed pure carbon and CN species which serve
as precursors in the CNx film formation. Such precursor species act as build-
ing blocks for the evolution of the FL structure. The cyanogen molecule C2N2

appears in two stable isomers, cis N-C-C-N and trans C-N-N-C. The isomer con-
taining a carbon-carbon bond exhibits a higher stability than the isomer containing
nitrogen-nitrogen bond as shown by theoretical calculations [28]. Although N2 is
widely present in the deposition flux, the molecule does not play a significant role
in the film formation. This is due to the high energy barrier for the incorporation
of nitrogen-nitrogen bonds in carbon nitride, as well as the low desorption energy
barrier for the molecule.

The presence of precursors makes the growth of the film structure not only
more complicated, but it also affects structure of the final deposition. The ap-
pearance of the FL structure features, like pentagon incorporation and graphene
plane curvature, cannot be explained only by the substitutional incorporation of
nitrogen atoms in graphene. Except incorporating nitrogen into the structure, pre-
cursors can also act as templates for structure growth. Their type and orientation
when approaching the dangling bonds of the growing graphene plane determine
the characteristics of the FL features which are built into the structure.

2.2.3 FL-CNx Thin Film Growth

Precursor clusters formed on the target are adsorbed on the surface of the growing
film. Here they will act as growth templates and also enhance the chemical desorp-
tion process and saturate any dangling bonds. The desorption process decreases
significantly with the decreasing substrate temperature [2, 29]. The desorption
limit for the film growth is situated at around 800 K [30]. After being sputtered
from the target no additional aggregation of precursor species have been detected
in the deposition flux [20].

Critical parameters for the structure of the growing FL–CNx film are: nitro-
gen concentration in the working gas during sputtering, substrate temperature
during sputtering, and the substrate, determining surface and interfacial energies
and bonding configurations of the film and substrate. All those parameters are
critical to determine the structure of FL–CNx thin films. Although they do not
posses any periodic structure, FL–CNx thin films show a textured microstructure
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with standing basal planes. Such textured structure lies probably in the basis of
anisotropicity in Young’s modulus measured in different directions [9].

2.2.4 Nitrogen Incorporation Into Graphene

Since the exceptional mechanical properties of FL–CNx are conditioned mainly by
the graphene curvature, its evolution represents one of the main issues regarding
the formation mechanisms of FL–CNx. It was shown earlier [21] that the closely
packed patches of pentagon defects, and to a lower degree also the Stone-Wales
(SW) defects, are among the most probable causes for graphene planes deformation
in FL–CNx structures. Although, the introduction of nitrogen atoms substitution-
ally into graphene significantly lowers the energy cost of pentagon formation; the
purely hexagonal graphene layer remains the most energetically favorable struc-
ture for the nitrogen concentrations of below 20 at.%, but structures incorporating
defects being also energetically plausible, Fig. 2.3. This implies that for the low ni-
trogen concentrations only isolated pentagons are to be expected in the structure,
leading to the limited graphene curvature. However, for nitrogen concentrations
that exceed 17.5 at.%, the double pentagon defects become energetically more
favorable than single pentagons, as determined from the theoretically modeled
cohesive energy per atom. Since the closely packed pentagon patches for high ni-
trogen concentrations are more stable than single pentagon defects, the graphene
deformation and interlocking became more pronounced. This leads to a more re-

Figure 2.3. Three most common types of defects in FL–CNx structure: a)
pentagon defect; b) SW defect; and c) double pentagon defect.

silient structure. The theoretical calculations also showed the plausibility of SW
defect for nitrogen concentrations of above 20 at.%, indicating that the mechanical
properties of the FL–CNx coatings are due to the coexistence of several defects
in the graphene plane. Since the structurally incorporated nitrogen concentration
in FL–CNx deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering can reach a maximum of
around 30 at.% [27, 20], any more extreme defects with respect to hexagonal struc-
ture, that would cause more pronounced graphene deformation, are energetically
not likely to appear.
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a)

b)

N

Figure 2.4. a) Schematic representation of nitrogen induced bond rotation
and cross-linkage and b) the definition of the cross-linking bond rotation angle
θ.

2.2.5 Nitrogen Induced Bond Rotation and Graphene Cross-

linkage

The electronic structure of a nitrogen atom substituting for carbon in the graphene
sheet, features σ-orbitals making bonds with neighboring carbon atoms. These
orbitals can be pushed away from the planar configuration due to the electrostatic
repulsion of either paired electron orbital, or single electron π-bond orbitals. This
can happen because σ-bonds, contrary to π-bond, can rotate. It implies that
nitrogen atoms on substitutional positions in graphene will, contrary to carbon
atoms, have no preference to planar configuration. A consequence is the out-of-
plane bond rotation centered on the substitutional nitrogen atom sites. Such bond
rotation can in its turn result in the formation of cross-linkages between graphene
planes, as well as pentagons inside the graphene planes [21], Fig. 2.4, inducing
the deformation of the graphene planes. The theoretical modeling show that the
bond rotation is favorable at the substitutional nitrogen sites, or at the site where
nitrogen atom attaches to the pure carbon graphene matrix. The nitrogen-induced
rotation of the carbon-carbon bonds are, however, significantly less energetically
favorable than nitrogen-carbon bond rotations.
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CHAPTER 3

Predicting and Synthesizing the Original CPx Compounds

– ”Croire ou ne pas croire, cela n’a aucune importance. Seul compte
le fait de se poser de plus en plus de questions.”

– Bernard Werber, L’Encyclopédie du savoir relatif et absolu.

3.1 Introduction and Motivation

Phosphorus-carbide (CPx) compounds are potential fullerene–like structures with
pronounced resiliency. My main purpose for this material was to use it as protec-
tive hard coatings. Although CPx film represent a completely new kind of material,
when making a concept for it I did not start completely from the scratch. The
main idea was to try to improve the already remarkable mechanical properties
of FL-CNx coatings in order to obtain harder material with the similar resiliency
and improved adhesion to particularly steel substrates. The mechanical properties
of FL-CNx were directly conditioned by the bending and the interlocking of the
graphene planes induced by the pentagon incorporation and bond rotation caused
by the substitutional incorporation of nitrogen atoms in the graphene structure.
The difference in the number of valence electrons between carbon and nitrogen
induces the formation of sp3 hybridized bonds enabling cross-linking of individ-
ual graphene planes. In order to amplify the bending of graphene planes and to
promote the more pronounced cross-linkings I devised to substitute nitrogen to
another dopant element. The choice came to phosphorus, which being next period
neighbor to nitrogen exhibits similarities in valency, but shows a great variety of
bonding configurations. This bonding configuration variety indicated that phos-
phorus as a dopant would favorize much bigger variety of CxPy clusters in the

15
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deposition flux compared to FL-CNx. These CxPy clusters would then act as a
potential matrices for the CPx structure growth, offering possibilities for more
bonding configurations and consequently more cross-linked and interlocked struc-
ture compared to FL-CNx.

Because of the complex chemistry of phosphorus and carbon it would have
been unproductive to try to synthesize of FL–CPx thin films with desired proper-
ties just by trial and error. In order to properly design the deposition method for
the FL-CPx thin films it was necessary to first get the theoretical understanding
of the formation of mixed CxPy and pure Px clusters, as well as how these clusters
integrated together to result in the formation of the CPx structure. This theo-
retical research should give us the basis to chose the deposition method and to
plan the deposition conditions for the film growth. When planning the theoretical
work we faced several issues that conditioned the approach to the problem. Since
CPx is a completely new material no experimental data or previously published
work on that particular subjet existed on which one could have based the research.
CPx, it turns out, is an aperiodic structure. That reduced the possibilities to in-
troduce approximations, made models more complex, and conditioned the choice
of the modelling approach. As a modeling method we chose the density functional
theory (DFT) approach, the method which gives a very accurate picture of the
synthetic growth on the atomic level since it starts from first principles, i.e. atoms’
electronic structure. The downside of the method is that it is very CPU-time de-
manding, thus limiting severely the number of atoms that can be included in the
calculations. Any kind of larger scale modellings of the CPx thin film growth, i.e.
classical molecular dynamics, were not practicable because of the inexistence of
adequate potentials. As a modeling method, we used geometry optimization and
cohesive energy calculations. In this chapter, I give a description of the theoret-
ical methods on which I based the modelings, description of the approach to the
problem, and a summary of the results.

3.2 Theoretical Background

3.2.1 The Many-body Problem

The ab-initio modeling of an atomic system is based on that the forces defining
interactions between the atoms are calculated directly from the atomic electronic
structure. That approach relies on a quantum mechanical consideration of the sys-
tem. A basis for describing a quantum system is the Schrödinger’s wave equation:

i~
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |ψ(t)〉 , (3.1)

where ψ(t) is a wave function representing state of the system, Ĥ is Hamiltonian
operator, and ~ is reduced Planck’s constant. The wave equation describes matter
by means of wave functions, but can be analytically solved only for few simple
systems, like hydrogen atom. For more complex systems, the so called “many-body
problem” is posed. The many-body problem implies solving the wave equation in a
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phase space spanned by the total number of particles we are dealing with. The non-
relativistic wave equation for the wave function depending upon the coordinates
of M nuclei (Ri) and N electrons (ri) for the 3n-dimensional (n=M+N ) phase
space of particles with time-independent interaction reads:

ĤΨ(R1,R2, ...,RM , r1, r2, ..., rN ) = EΨ(R1,R2, ...,RM , r1, r2, ..., rN ) , (3.2)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, and E is constant eigenvalue for this op-
erator. The equation of such complexity is impossible to solve analytically1, and
it is necessary to simplify it by introducing approximations. Since the electrons
move much faster than the nuclei, in the first approximation it is convenient to
consider the two movements separately. This approximation is called the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation [31]. Because of the electrons high mobility, their
wave functions adapt themselves practically instantaneously to any change of the
distances between nuclei, situation equivalent to a static field. The Hamiltonian,
describing the motion of N electrons in the static field of N nuclei is [32]:

Ĥ =

N
∑

i=1

−
1

2
∇2

i +

N
∑

i=1

M
∑

A=1

ZA

riA
+

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j>i

1

rij
. (3.3)

Here, ZA is the atomic number of atom A, riA is the distance between electron i
and nucleus A, and rij is the distance between electrons i and j. The total energy
can be obtained by adding the electrostatic potential energy of all nuclei to the
electron energy. Since only valence electrons participate in chemical reactions a
further approximation can be introduced, where electrons on lower orbitals are
frozen in their atomic configurations, and together with nuclei form ions. Valence
electrons are considered in such case to move in the static electric field created
by ions. The Hamiltonian for N’=N-wM (w is the ionic charge) valence electrons
reads:

Ĥel =

N ′

∑

i=1

−
1

2
∇2

i + Vext(ri) +

N ′

∑

i=1

N ′

∑

j( 6=i)=1

1

|ri − rj |
(3.4)

where the ion (usually called “external”) potential Vext(ri) reads:

Vext(ri) =

M
∑

A=1

Vps(|ri − RA|) (3.5)

Vps denotes the functional dependence which defines the external potential. Since
the strong Coulomb potential of the nucleus is replaced by the “external” potential
of ions, that new potential is not any longer the real potential of the nuclei, so it
is referred to as “pseudopotential” [33]. The pseudopotential is not unique for a
certain configuration, but can be described in the form that suits best and simplify
the calculation and interpretation of the electronic structure.

1In fact, solving analytically this equation even for diatomic molecules is in general too com-

plex for the present computational resources.
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3.2.2 Density Functional Theory

Regardless of the simplifications introduced in the wave function methods which
made them applicable to more complex many body systems, a common issue for
all such methods remains - they treat the electrons separately. In order to improve
performance of models used as a basis for calculations, a completely new formalism
was needed. Instead of considering wave functions of single electrons, the system
can be described by the electron density:

n(r) =

∫

· · ·

∫

|φ|2 dr1, dr1, . . . drN , (3.6)

where n(r) is electron probability density distribution, φ is electron wavefunction,
and r1 r2, . . . rN are electron position vectors. The immediate advantage of such
approach is that the phase space is reduced to three (four if spin is included) dimen-
sions, while solving the wave function for N non-interacting electrons would lead to
solving the Schrödinger equation in a 3N space. The first attempt to develop such
an approach was the Thomas-Fermi theory from 1927 [33, 34]. It proposed the
electronic charge density as a fundamental variable instead of wavefunction, but
it took into consideration only electrostatic interactions between electrons missing
completely shell structures of atoms. This was good enough to describe atoms,
but it could not describe chemical bonds, and thus was not able to give binding
energy for molecules.

A major breakthrough in this field was the paper by Hohenberg and Kohn
published in 1964 [35]. Hohenberg and Kohn formulated Density Functional The-
ory (DFT) as an exact theory for many-body system of interacting particles in
an external potential Vext(r). The basis for the DFT are the two theorems first
time proved by Hohenberg and Kohn. The first one states that there is a one-
to-one mapping between the ground state electron density n0(r) and the external
potential Vext(r), for any system of interacting particles in an external potential
Vext(r). This means that all properties of the system, included in the many-body
wave functions for all states, are determined only by the ground state density
n0(r). The second theorem defines an energy functional E[n] in terms of the den-
sity n(r) for a system with external potential Vext(r). The global minimum value
of this functional defines the ground state energy of the system, and the density
n(r) that minimizes that functional is the ground state density n0(r). Hohenberg
and Kohn also showed that the ground state energy can be written in terms of
density functionals [34]:

E = min
n

(F [n] +

∫

d3rVext(r)n(r)) (3.7)

where the second term is energy due to the external potential, and the first term
is the universal functional containing the kinetic energy of electrons and potential
energy due to electron-electron interaction [36]:

F [n] = T [n(r)] + Vee[n(r)] . (3.8)

The term Vee[n(r)] contains both the classical repulsion and the non-classical term
which cannot be a priori determined. The main problem of the Hohenberg-Kohn
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approach consists in that the exact form of the functional F[n] is not defined.
This problem was further addressed by Kohn and Sham in 1965 [37]. The Kohn-
Sham ansatz introduces the assumption that the exact ground state density can be
represented by the ground state density of an auxiliary system of non-interacting
particles. It also introduces a kinetic energy functional Ts[n] for a reference non-
interacting electron gas. Based on these assumptions, it is possible to rewrite the
Hohenberg-Kohn energy functional as:

EKS = Ts[n] +

∫

drVext(r)n(r) + EHartree[n] + EII + Exc[n] , (3.9)

where Vext(r) is the external potential, EII is the interaction energy between the
nuclei, and EHartree is the classical Coulomb interaction energy defined as

EHartree[n] =
1

2

∫

d3rd3r′
n(r)n(r′)

|r − r′|
. (3.10)

Now Ts is independent particle kinetic energy given by

Ts =
1

2

Nσ

∑

i=1

∑

σ

|∇ψσ
i |

2, (3.11)

and the density of the noninteracting reference system is given by

n(r) =

Nσ

∑

i=1

∑

σ

|∇ψσ
i (r)|2 . (3.12)

(σ is the electron spin). The functional Exc defines the exchange-correlation en-
ergy and contains all many-body effects. In fact, Exc is both a DFT key issue
and represents the most difficult task of the DFT. Its accuracy determines the
feasibility of the DFT calculation result, but on the other hand finding its suffi-
ciently accurate and reasonably universal approximations represents the greatest
challenge in DFT.

3.2.3 Local Density Approximation

The first approximation for the exchange-correlation functional was the Local Den-
sity Approximation (LDA):

ELDA
xc [n] =

∫

d3rn(r)ǫxc(n(r)) (3.13)

where ǫxc(n(r)) indicates the exchange and correlation energy per particle of a
uniform electron gas, written as a function of the density n(r). The exchange-
correlation potential is given by the formula

vLDA
xv (r) =

δELDA
xc

δn(r)
= ǫxc(n(r)) + n(r)

∂ǫxc(n(r))

∂(n(r))
. (3.14)
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Typically, the exchange-correlation energy and density are divided into exchange
and correlation contributions,

ǫxc(n) = ǫx(n) + ǫc(n), vxc(n) = vx(n) + vc(n). (3.15)

The LDA work well for systems in which the electron density changes slowly, as
in well-ordered systems like most of the metals. For many cases, however, where
the gradient of the density is relatively larger, the LDA proves less adequate. For
such cases, the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) method which takes
into account the density gradients has been developed.

3.2.4 Generalized Gradient Approximation

The generalized form of GGA is given by the relation,

EGGA
xc [n] =

∫

d3rn(r)ǫhom
x (n)Fxc(n, |∇n|), (3.16)

where ǫhom
x (n) is the exchange energy of the unpolarized homogeneous electron

gas, and Fxc is a dimensionless functional. The gradients are changed to reduced
dimensionless gradients defined as

sm =
|∇mn|

(2kF )mn
, (3.17)

where kF = 3(2π/3)1/3r−1
s and rs is the average distance between electrons. If

Fx is written in the form of Fourier expansion [33], the lowest order terms in the
expansion can be calculated analytically [38, 39]:

Fx = 1 +
10

81
s21 +

146

2025
s22 + · · · , (3.18)

where s1 and s2 are the lowest order gradients defined by the Eq. 3.17. In this
work we only use GGA. There are two main reasons for this choice:

i) GGA works better than LDA for the first row of elements of the Periodic
Table;

ii) the introduction of phosphorus into graphene network disrupts the period-
icity of the structure leading to faster electron density variations.

In order to be sure that the results are independent of the level of theory, we used
two forms for Fx(n, s), namely Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) [40] and Perdew-Wang
(PW91) [41]. While most of the results have been obtained by making use of
B3LYP, the PW91 was reserved for comparative purposes.

The B3LYP exchange-correlation function was presented in 1988 as a develop-
ment of the Colle-Salvetti (CS) formula for correlation energy [40]. In CS formula
the correlation energy density is expressed in terms of the electron density and a
Laplacian of the second-order Hartree-Fock (HF) density matrix. Lee et al. re-
stated the formula as involving the density and local kinetic energy density. In
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the expression for the local HF kinetic energy density were inserted gradient ex-
pansions. The expression for the second order local HF kinetic energy density tHF

being:

tHF (r) = tTF (r) +

[

1

9
tW (r) +

1

18
∇2n

]

, (3.19)

where tTF is the Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy density given by:

tTF (r) = CFn(r)5/3, CF =
3

10
(3π2)2/3 . (3.20)

The tW (r) is the local “Weiszacker” kinetic energy density given by:

tW (r) =
1

8

|∇n(r)|2

n(r)
−

1

8
∇2n . (3.21)

In this way the correlation energy was expressed as a functional also of the electron
density gradients, expressing it with acceptable accuracy even in areas of fast
electron density variations.

3.2.5 Localized Orbitals and Gaussians as Analytic Basis

Functions

In numerical calculations the strong Coulomb potential of the nucleus and the
effects of the tightly bound core electrons must be replaced by an effective ionic
potential, s.c. “Pseudopotential”, acting on valence electrons. The pseudopoten-
tials are not unique and depend on the specific interpretation of the electronic
structure. As basis for most of the approaches to define a pseudopotential ortogo-
nalized plane wave (OPW) method is used. It models Coulomb potential in terms
of a smooth part of the valence functions plus core-like functions. In a periodic
situation like crystals, a smooth function can be represented by plane waves.

In the case of CPx systems the complicating factor was that they can not
be represented by periodic structure approximation, so the plane wave approach
would be innefficient. Since both CxPy clusters and CPx model systems behave
like a large molecules the most efficient modeling method is the localized atom-
centered orbital approach, which basis is expansion of the wave function in a linear
combination of fixed energy-independent orbitals. Such expansion is particular to
each atom in the molecule, thus, the localized orbital approach is less universal
compared to the plane wave approach. Consequently, and the basis sets of different
atomic orbitals can be efficiently defined only for particular systems [33]. In the
chemistry, for the case of electronic structure of molecules the most useful analytic
forms of basis functions are gaussians. Since the product of any two gaussians is
a gaussian, the charge density which is expressed in terms of a sum of gaussian
basis functions, can be also expressed as a sum of gaussians. It follows, thus, that
charge density can be evaluated analytically.

To perform the calculations on CxPy clusters and CPx structures I used the
GAUSSIAN 03 program package [42] that employs gaussians as basis functions
within the framework of DFT–GGA, and that is optimized for study of complex
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molecules. For practically all calculations the 6-31G* basis set and B3LYP hy-
brid functional [43] were employed. This combination has been already proven
to provide an accurate description of the structural and electronic properties of
fullerene-like thin films [21, 28] and similar covalent systems [44, 45, 46]. In order
to ensure consistency of the results, the calculations were also tested employing
basis sets like 6-311G(d), among others, and the exchange correlation functional
Perdew-Wang 91. No significant discrepancies with respect to the B3LYP/6-31G*
results were found.

3.3 Phosphorus - Alternative Dopant Element to

Nitrogen

The mechanical and tribological properties of FL − CNx [6] can be explained by
the incorporation of nitrogen atoms at carbon sites which promotes stability of
pentagon rings and bending of the graphene planes [5]. The additional electron
in the nitrogen valence shell, compared to carbon, promotes cross-linking between
basal planes by means of sp3-hybridization [10, 28]. In order to improve the me-
chanical properties of a FL material a possible option is to extend the strength of a
planar sp2-coordinated network in three dimensions even more than in the case for
FL − CNx. This can be done by incorporation into graphene of an alternative ele-
ment instead of N. Compared to the FL − CNx structure, such alternative dopant
element should be capable to induce better interlocking of the graphene by, e.g.,
a more pronounced bond-rotation tendency, i.e., to incorporate higher density of
cross- and inter-linking sites between the graphene planes.

As an alternative dopant element to nitrogen I have chosen phosphorus. Phos-
phorus, being next period neighbor to nitrogen shows similarities in the distri-
bution of valence electrons to both nitrogen and carbon, as well as similarly low
degree of polarizability. On the other hand, while still comparatively high, its
electronegativity is lower than that of both nitrogen and carbon, which promises
modified bonding characteristics to carbon compared to nitrogen. The phospho-
rus’ preference for tetrahedral coordination, as well as its d-orbital hybridization
(sp3d) favors greater number of bonding configurations with respect to nitrogen,
and offers good prospects for synthesizing CPx structures with possible fullerene-
like characteristics. The significantly larger covalent radius of phosphorus (110.5
pm) compared to that of nitrogen (54.9 pm), is also a factor for inducing more pro-
nounced deformation of graphene sheets than in the case of incorporated nitrogen,
thus favoring stronger interlocking of basal planes. However, these considerations
are qualitative only. Only detailed simulations at first-principles level of theory
can give quantitative insights on the relation structure-properties for the FL–CPx.

Motivated by the larger diversity of bonding configurations that phosphorus
can form, Seifert et al. investigated theoretically the possibilities for different
stable phosphorus fullerenes, compared them to carbon fullerenes, and found some
pure phosphorus cages metastable [18]. Phosphorus carbide on the other hand, has
been synthesized earlier in the form of amorphous thin film material over a range
of P:C composition ratios up to 3 [47], and as P-DLC thin films [48]. However, no
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theoretical investigations of the structure and the properties of eventual FL − CPx

structures, nor attempts to synthesize FL − CPx thin films have been reported.

Our theoretical work on FL − CPx consists of three main parts: i) a first-
principles study of small phosphorus-containing clusters (both pure Pn, n ≤ 4,
and mixed CnPm, 1 ≤ n,m ≤ 4, representing the precursor species that may be
generated in deposition flux; ii) exploration of defects with respect to a perfect
graphene plane; iii) a first-principles study of growth and structural evolution
of various configurations of FL − CPx model systems. The stability of graphene
sheets with substitutionally incorporated phosphorus atoms and the correspond-
ingly introduced defects were also investigated.

The study included both geometry optimizations and cohesive energy calcula-
tions performed within the framework of Density Functional Theory in its Gen-
eralized Gradient Approximation using the B3LYP hybrid functional [43], and
mostly 6-31G* [42] basis set. Perdew-Wang 91 [41, 49] exchange-correlation func-
tional and 6-311G(d) basis set were also used to obtain comparative data in order
to insure the independence of the results obtained on the applied level of theory.
The energy cost for different structures was obtained by the comparison of cohe-
sive energies |∆Ecoh| normalized by the total number of carbon and phosphorus
atoms.

3.3.1 Phosphorus Clusters and Precursors

As a starting point for the theoretical research on FL–CPx growth I carried out a
systematic study of small phosphorus (Pn, n ≤ 9) and mixed phosphorus-carbon
clusters (CnPm, n,m ≤ 4). Although earlier publications on phosphorus clusters
are available [50, 51, 52], to the best of my knowledge no systematic investigation
on mixed CnPm have been reported. The existing publications of pure phosphorus
clusters are mainly focused on the investigations of the relative stability of various
geometries and evolution of the binding energy as a function of size in search
of magic-number clusters, without considering such clusters as potential building
blocks for bulk growth.

By studying the relative stability of small phosphorus clusters we examined
the geometries preferred by phosphorus atoms. The most stable clusters contain
combinations of hexagons, pentagons, and tetragons for sizes of up to ten phos-
phorus atoms. Cohesive energies per atom for several typical structures are shown
in Fig. 3.1. While pentagon and hexagon rings proved to be stable, tetragon ring
dissociate in two dimers, unless stabilized by adding one more phosphorus atom.

The modeling showed that in the deposition flux containing carbon and phos-
phorus atoms, a greater diversity of stable precursor species is to be expected than
in the case of the CNx deposition flux. The most stable mixed CnPm precursor
species, as well as the P2 dimer and the P4 tetramer are listed in Table 3.1 together
with their respective cohesive energies per atom. The structures of the four most
representative species are shown in Fig. 3.2.

Although some pure phosphorus clusters show larger cohesive energy per atom
than the mixed clusters, the probability that pure phosphorus clusters containing
more than four phosphorus atoms will actually form in any more significant number
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Figure 3.1. Typical structures of phosphorus clusters Pm, (m ≤ 10) with their
cohesive energies per atom.

Table 3.1. B3LYP cohesive energies per atom, corresponding to different
volatile species of interest as incorporation units during synthetic growth of
FL− CPx.

Species CP C2P C3P CP2 C2P2 C3P2 CP3 C2P3 P2 P4

Ecoh/at (eV) 4.40 5.50 5.85 4.67 5.07 5.77 4.71 5.16 4.09 4.73

in carbon dominated deposition flux is small. In the process of being built into
the growing film, the pure Pn as well as those containing more P atoms like CnPm

species are expected to act as defect-inducing (e.g., cross-linkages, P-segregation)
agents.

3.3.2 CP
x

Compounds

My results show that substitutional incorporation of phosphorus atoms into a
graphene network is by 0.2-0.3 eV (depending on the position of substitution site
in the model system) energetically more expensive than the substitutional incor-
poration of nitrogen. This is due to the considerably larger covalent radius of
phosphorus atom and its lower electronegativity compared to nitrogen. Accord-
ingly, phosphorus substitutional incorporation in a graphene sheet also enhances
site reactivity.

Compared to FL–CNx structures, the most significant difference of substitu-
tional incorporation of phosphorus atoms into graphene is the reduction of energy
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Figure 3.2. Four representative structures of the most stable CnPm and Pm

precursor species.

cost for the formation of tetragon defects, Fig. 3.3. This reduction in energy cost
makes the formation of tetragon defects in FL–CPx structures much more favor-
able than in FL–CNx. The formation of pentagon defects, however, is somewhat
less favorable in FL–CPx than in FL–CNx. The same is valid for the SW defect
(Fig. 3.3d). Our calculations showed that the formation of a double pentagon
defect (Fig. 3.3b) has in both cases a slight energetic advantage over the single
pentagon defect.

The feasibility of tetragon defects in FL–CPx can be explained by the low-
energy d-orbitals of the phosphorus atom with an expandable octet to form four-
membered ring transition states and intermediate structures.

In the FL–CNx structures the bond rotation induced by substitutional incor-
poration of nitrogen atoms in graphene sheets give rise to curved and cross-linked
graphene bundles [21]. In FL–CPx bond rotation is also expected to be induced
by an incorporated phosphorus atom. For modeling of the energy cost for rotated
bond in the vicinity of an incorporated phosphorus atom, we placed phosphorus
or carbon atom in the vicinity of C15PH9 model template thus obtaining an C-C
or C-P bond. In order to find the most favorable orientation the absolute value of
the cohesive energy of the model was then maximized with respect to bond align-
ment angles ϕ and θ to the plane xy and axis x respectively, Fig. 3.4. The results
showed that the stability of structures with a bond rotation is less pronounced than
in FL − CNx. That has the following implications: the cross-linking mechanism
initiated by a bond rotation should be less frequent in CPx than in FL − CNx, and
during synthetic growth a significant rearrangement of the local geometry in the
vicinity of a bond rotation can take place. In order to simulate structure growth,
relevant precursors C, P, C3P, C2P, CP, and P2 were attached to the template in
subsequent steps, each followed by geometry optimizations. The results showed
that in addition to structures without cross-links and cross-linked structures, phos-
phorus incorporation in graphene sheets favorizes also the formation of inter-links
between graphene sheets. Fig. 3.5 shows cross-linked and inter-linked systems.
In an inter-linked systems two graphene sheets are connected by multiple bonds
originating from the same site in one of the sheets. In cross-linked system only
single bonds between two individual sites connecting two sheets are possible.

The above modeling method to study structure evolution in an ab-initio frame
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Figure 3.3. Optimized FL–CPx model systems representing substitutional P
(or N) at C sites and the energy cost for the corresponding defect relative
to the hexagonal structures C23P1H12 and C23N1H12: a) hexagonal network,
b) structure containing double pentagon defects, c) structures containing a
four-membered ring, and d) a model system containing a Stone-Wales (SW)
defect.

is called Synthetic Growth Concept (SGC) as developed at Linköping [21, 28], Pa-
per II. Fig. 3.6 shows one of the most competitive chains of bonding events during
synthetic growth of CPx. The reaction chain results in an inter-linked system con-
taining tetragons. Both inter-linking and tetragons have not been encountered
in the FL–CNx structures, being the exclusive properties of CPx structures. We
investigated also the possibility for phosphorus atoms being intercalated between
two hexagonal or curved graphene layers. However, we find that the phosphorus
atom migrates towards one of the graphene planes and subsequently becomes in-
corporated in the sheet by network rearrangement. This process leads to a total
gain in cohesive energy by 1.2 - 1.8 eV, which makes the intercalation defects not
likely to prevail in equilibrium. However, it is not to be excluded at the edges of
a structure, or at the interfaces between substrate and CPx film.

3.3.3 Implications for the Deposition of CPx Thin Solid

Films

Before our synthesis of FL–CPx thin films, only amorphous phosphorus carbide
and phosphorus doped DLC thin films have been synthesized [47, 53, 54]. This
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Figure 3.4. Model template illustrating bond rotation due to an incorporated
P atom.

is reported to be achieved by capacitively coupled radio frequency plasma depo-
sition from PH3/CH4 gas mixtures [47, 54]. Such films, however, exhibited up to
10% hydrogen content originating from the hydrogen present in the gas mixture.
Furthermore, they were prone to oxidation [53].

Another possible method to produce hydrogen free C-P compounds would be
the laser ablation method [48]. However, for synthesis of FL–CPx potential prob-
lems can cause disruption of the growth of FL structure. The super hot plume
expansion and cooling is an adiabatic process which implies heat transfer from
the gas. For this to happen, atoms must collide frequently with each other what
leads to gas-phase condensation. This directly implies that in cooling plume phos-
phorus atoms have tendency to be polymerized, i.e. aggregate in relatively large
phosphorus clusters (Pn, n ≥ 9) and phosphorus tetramers which do not tend to
dissociate when being inbuilt in the growing film, compromising thus growth of
the FL structure [55, 56]. Moreover, target surface can melt explosively what can
cause direct transfer of crystallites from target surface into the film [53].

For the synthesis of FL–CPx thin films, a method which can impede aggregation
of phosphorus and carbon atoms had to be considered. As a method of choice we
decided for magnetron sputtering, the same method we used for the synthesis of
FL–CNx coatings. It has been proved earlier [20] that the low gas pressure in
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Figure 3.5. Resultant geometries of a) Cross-linked system and b) inter-linked
FL–CPx system obtained by the Synthetic Growth Concept (SGC) ab-initio

modeling of successive selective cluster attachment and relaxation.

the chamber (a few mTorr) hinders the aggregation of atoms in the clusters in
the deposition flux. This deposition process is also more easy to control than the
two before mentioned methods, because of the possibility of precise adjustment
of power on the target and working gas pressure. In the magnetron sputtering
process no other elements, for the exception of contaminants in the chamber and
in the target, are present, thus reducing significantly the danger of introducing
significant amounts of contaminants in the film. The use the same deposition
method as for the growth of FL–CNx thin films facilitates the comparison of the
properties of CPx and CNx thin films deposited for the same or similar deposition
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Figure 3.6. Synthetic growth reaction chain resulting in an inter-linked sys-
tem containing tetragons (schematically shown in the inset).

conditions.
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CHAPTER 4

Thin Film Synthesis

– ”Mistakes are almost always of a sacred nature. Never try to
correct them. On the contrary: rationalize them, understand them
thoroughly. After that, it will be possible for you to sublimate them.“

– Salvador Daĺı

This chapter provides a description of the synthesis of CPx and FL − CNx

thin films by DC magnetron sputtering. Although deposition methods are for
the two films similar, a significant difference lies in the method of incorporation
of phosphorus respectively nitrogen into the graphene structure for the two cases
because of the two aggregate states and different chemistry of the two elements.
In both cases carbon atoms were provided by sputtering from the pressed graphite
target. While the deposition of the CNx compounds have been practiced for more
than ten years and in that time became a well established method, CPx compounds
have never been synthesized before by magnetron sputtering method.

4.1 CPx Thin Solid Films

Lacking all previous experience and references in synthesizing FL–CPx compounds
we have to base all our planning for the experiments on the results of our theoretical
research and on the experiences gained from the synthesis of FL–CNx thin films.
Except the issues that were strictly connected to the mechanism of C–P cluster
forming in the deposition flux and film growth, the no less significant problem
was posed by the phosphorus itself. The vapor pressure of phoshorus at room
temperature is of the order of 10−9 mbar. This vapor pressure is not compatible
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with UHV systems. Phosphorus is also a very reactive element prone to irreversibly
contaminate vacuum systems. For that reason, I was forced to design and build
from scratch a deposition system that would be used only for deposition of P-
based compounds. The deposition system is shown on Fig. 4.1. In deciding for

Figure 4.1. Self designed and built HV magnetron sputtering system used
for synthesis of CPx thin films.

the deposition method our choice fell to magnetron sputtering because of several
reasons. This kind of deposition was the only one compatible with the two main
requirements we had for the deposition method, which were; 1) because of the
tendency for carbon and phosphorus atoms to easily form mixed CxPy and pure
Px clusters, we needed to achieve single-atom sputtering in order to reduce the
possibility of formation of bigger C–P clusters and pure P clusters before they reach
substrate or film surface; 2) In order to avoid contamination it was unacceptable
that any element other than carbon and phosphorus participate in the deposition
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process. In the magnetron sputtering process relatively low substrate temperature
can be used, what reduces the probability for phosphorus segregation from the
film. Finally, the magnetron sputtering deposition was the method we used for
growing our FL–CNx thin films. Except the obvious familiarity with the method,
the use of the same deposition method as for FL–CNx gave us the opportunity
to compare directly the structural and mechanical properties between CPx and
CNx samples deposited for the determined substrate temperature, bias voltage,
and discharge gas pressure.

The basis pressure of the deposition system was at high 10-8 mbar, what puts
it in the range of high vacuum (HV) systems. This base pressure proved adequate
because of the high phosphorus vapor pressure, and the contamination of target
material that made lower base pressure unnecessary. CPx films were sputtered
from single 2 inch DC type II magnetron in an argon discharge. As a sputtering
source I used the statically pressed target consisting of the mixed graphite powder
and red phosphorus. The magnetron was positioned at the bottom of the chamber
facing vertically upwards. The substrate holder was placed at 12 cm above the
target and was resistively heated from the opposite side. The substrate tempera-
ture was measured by a thermocouple lying between the heater and the substrate,
placed slightly above the substrate holder. The geometry of the deposition system
is shown on Fig. 4.2. The vertical positioning of the magnetron was, except for the

Figure 4.2. Setup of the system used for the synthesis of CPx thin films.
The core of the system is a 2” type II DC magnetron positioned vertically
upwards at the bottom part of the chamber. The resistively heated substrate
holder is placed 12 cm above the target.

geometrical reasons, advantageous also from the target’s point of view. The stat-
ically pressed target used was quite brittle. The other point was the low melting
point of red phosphorus (44.2 oC). Since during sputtering heat is always produced
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at the target, the horizontal positioning of the target would impede appearance of
phosphorus concentration gradient in the target in the case of the partial melting
of phosphorus.

For the deposition conditions I operated the magnetron in pure argon discharge
with gas pressure (PAr) in the range of 3–9 mTorr. The substrate temperature
(Ts) was in a range between 150� and 600� and a bias voltage (Ub) between
-25 V and -70 V was applied.

4.2 CNx Thin Solid Films

The deposition of FL–CNx thin films is basically similar to the deposition of CPx

thin films. The main difference between the two is that for FL–CNx, instead of
a compound target, reactive sputtering method is used in order to incorporate
nitrogen atoms in the graphene structure. This deposition method have been used
for the deposition of FL–CNx here in Linköping since they were first synthesized
almost fifteen years ago. For the exception of relatively low deposition rate of
≈0.5 Å/s, the magnetron sputtering proved optimal for the synthesis of CNx thin
films with FL structural characteristics, allowing good control over the deposition
parameters.

The deposition of FL–CNx thin films was achieved by DC reactive magnetron
sputtering in a N2/Ar plasma. The deposition system was a dual magnetron ultra
high vacuum system with a base pressure of approximately 1 × 10−9mbar. As

Figure 4.3. UHV deposition system used to grow FL–CNx thin films. The
operating magnetron in a Ar/N2 discharge of low content of N2 (blueish
plasma) is seen through the window.
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a source of carbon a single, circular of 72 mm in diameter, isostaticaly pressed
graphite target with a density of 1.83 g/cm3 was used. The magnetron output
was current regulated for the discharge current of 400 mA, resulting in a target
potential of around -400 V.

In order to promote the ion bombardment of the growing film I used for the
sputtering a coupled type II unbalanced magnetron, see Fig. 4.4 for schematic
representation of magnetron, [57]. In this configuration the magnetic field near
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Outer ring−shaped magnet
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Closed force field lines densify
plasma near the target

Opened force field lines allow electrons
to come closer to  the substrate

Figure 4.4. The Type II magnetron. The stronger outer magnet with respect
to the magnets in the middle of the cathode enable electrons to come closer
to the substrate, thus increasing ion bombardment of the growing film. I
used such a type of magnetron for both FL–CNx and FL–CPx thin films
deposition.

the edges of the target is selectively strengthened by making the outer magnets
stronger with respect to the magnets in the middle of the cathode. In this con-
figuration more electrons are allowed to escape their confinement near the target
and come close to the substrate. In the coupled geometry we used the plasma was
additionally confined in front of the substrate by mirror magnetic field from the
second magnetron. To increase further the energy of the impinging ions to the
growing film I applied the bias voltage of 25 V or 40 V.

For all films included in this work, a sputtering gas pressure of 3 mTorr have
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been used. The sputtering gas consisted of a mixture of argon and nitrogen. Higher
sputtering gas pressure would favor the formation of a higher number of ions, and
thus higher sputtering rate, but it also decreases the mean free path of ejected
carbon atoms, thus resulting in a more thermalized growth flux.

In order to assist the growth of FL structures the substrate was heated to 450
oC from the reverse side with a BN-coated graphite heater. It has been shown in
previous works [2, 6] that a substrate temperature of at least 300 oC is needed in
order to get FL structure for any concentration above 10% of nitrogen in sputtering
gas.



CHAPTER 5

Thin Film Characterization

– “Le secret d’ennuyer est celui de tout dire.”
– Voltaire

5.1 Structural Characterization

5.1.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy

The two tools used for the structural characterization of CPx thin films were
transmission electron microscope (TEM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM).
TEM was the only viable method to verify the fullerene-like character of the films,
with the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) method used to visualize dif-
ferences in structural properties between the CPx films deposited at the different
deposition conditions. In TEM method a high energy electron beam is diffused
through the sample. After being ejected from an electron source which is a LaB6

filament and accelerated by a potential, which was in the measurements we did
200 keV what corresponds to an electron wavelength of 2.5 pm. Electrons are then
focused by two magnetic condenser lenses before being projected onto the sample.
The electrons are scattered on atoms and the image is formed by the interference
between scattered and transmitted electrons on the screen on the opposite side
of the sample, after the beam being focused by objective and projector lenses.
The specificity of magnetic lenses is that their shape can be adjusted by varying
the electrical current in the coils. By this means it is possible to compensate for
lens defects, like astigmatism. In electron microscopy such corrections are of vital
importance since lens defects affects rapidly the image quality with the increase of

37
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magnification. In order to get the reliable image the electrons must not suffer any
collisions or interference, between the electron source and the detector from any-
thing except the examined material. To comply with that there must be vacuum
in the microscope column of the order of magnitude of at least 10−10 mbar.

For the electron beam to be able to pass through sample, the thickness of
the sample must be < 100 nm. The most common method for TEM specimen
thinning is ion beam thinning. The problem with this method arises because of
the direct influence of the etching beam to the structure of the specimen, can leave
sample preparation artefacts. Since I was not able to predict if or in what way the
etching beam would influence the CPx structure we decided for another approach.
I deposited the CPx films to be examined by TEM on single crystal NaCl (001)
substrates, to a thickness of ≈50 nm. The substrates were dissolved and CPx

samples floated off in deionized water, and collected on microscopy grids. During
the analysis we encountered two limitations on the TEM characterization of CPx

thin films. The first one was that some samples exhibited pronounced electrical
charging what made difficult of impossible to get the adequate image for a few
samples. The other limitation was connected to the sample preparation. Namely,
it turned out that one sample was not floatable, what made it impossible to collect
it to microscopy grid after the substrate had been dissolved. Fortunately both of
those limitations were present only for a small number of samples.

SAED gives electron diffraction on the volume of the radius of only a few tenths
of Å. This makes it possible to obtain the information about the material structure
on the very local level what eliminates problems dues to the amorphous structure
characteristics on the large scale. For the CPx thin films SAED analysis showed
that all those films that I investigated till now can be divided in two groups
according to their structure, which is determined primarily by the amount of
incorporated phosphorus. The structural transition happens at some temperature
between 300� and 450�. Details are presented in Paper IV.

5.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

For the surface topography analysis of CPx thin films, I used SEM. The principle
of SEM is similar to that of TEM, but with respect to the TEM, the SEM method
has the advantage to offer the possibility of imaging a far bigger area, although
with lower resolution. SEM method is primarily used for imaging of the surface of
the material and to a lesser extent for the compositional analysis of material. The
main difference compared to TEM is that the electrons from the incident beam do
not pass through the sample, but interact with the examined specimen material.
This gives the advantage compared to TEM that specimen thickness is irrelevant
for SEM imaging, making the preparation of the sample much simpler compared
to TEM sample. The electron beam is synchronously swept in two perpendicular
directions over the sample surface by two pairs of deflection coils placed just be-
fore the final (objective) lenses. Magnification is controlled by varying the electron
beam’s scan area. The interaction of the electron beam with the sample result in
several different emissions, which are secondary electrons, backscattered electrons,
X-rays, cathodoluminscence and Auger electrons [58, 59]. The secondary electrons
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carry the most information about the topography of the surface and were there-
fore most interesting for the surface structure characterization of the CPx samples.
Other mentioned emissions from the sample carry mostly compositional informa-
tion of the specimen, and were not of interest for the CPx film analysis since for
the compositional characterization of CPx films we used methods as Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and elastic recoil detection
analysis. Because of the relatively high energy needed to eject secondary electrons
those originate only from very near to surface, providing thus very accurate in-
formation about the surface topography. The topographical contrast is dependent
on the angle electrons are emitted from the surface due to the varying incidence
angle of the primary beam. The secondary electron yield increases with increasing
incident angle, since the primary beam travels a longer path in the specimen’s
surface layers. Since the surface of CPx thin films is very smooth, I used the SEM
technique primarily for the analysis of the cross-sections of CPx films. The film
cross-section, Fig. 5.1, gives information about the film thickness, and thus the

Figure 5.1. SEM image of a cross-section of CPx thin film deposited at sub-
strate temperature of 600�. The thickness of the film is marked in two places
in order to confirm the thickness uniformity. The dense structure without
grains or voids is evident.

film deposition rate, and the structural characteristics of the film. The accelera-
tion voltage is for SEM for around an order of magnitude lower compared to this
used for TEM. For CPx film analysis I used mostly 15 keV. The low film’s low
roughness and isotropic structure dictated the use of high acceleration voltages in
order to improve resolution. However, the upper value of the acceleration volt-
age was dictated by sample charging, which becomes more pronounced for higher
acceleration voltages, and influences negatively on the image quality.
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The image resolution in SEM is, except the acceleration voltage, dependent
also on the working distance (WD), which is the distance between the objective
lens and the sample surface. A small WD gives higher resolution and smaller
depth of field. The WD of around only 3 mm I used was consistent with the high
resolution I wanted to achieve, while the thus caused small depth of field was of
no concern since roughness of the sample cross-section was very low.

For both SEM and TEM, the requirement on the samples is that they are
vacuum compatible, i.e. that there is no outgassing from the samples that could
deteriorate the vacuum. Although, as already mentioned, phosphorus has a vapor
pressure at room temperature incompatible with UHV system, no vacuum deteri-
oration in the microscope systems was detected during the CPx samples imaging.
This is consistent with my already presented conclusions that phosphorus atoms
are chemically incorporated in the graphene structure with no phosphorus clus-
tering present.

5.2 Chemical Bonding and Compositional Char-

acterization

The methods I have used for this purpose was primarily X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy used to analyze chemical bondings between the atoms and the proportion
of separate elements. Auger electron spectroscopy I used primarily for the initial
compositional characterizations and some depth profiling.

5.2.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The method of choice to examine how phosphorus atoms were incorporated into
the graphene structure was X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS charac-
terization of CPx compounds was used to investigate the types of chemical bonds
present in the structure as well as to determine the exact amount of phospho-
rus incorporated in the structure, and the presence of possible contaminants. To
confirm that our theoretical models were correct and to compare the CPx film
structure to that of FL–CNx it was necessary to examine directly the chemical
bonds formed between the atoms in the film.

XPS is a surface analysis technique for analysis of elemental composition of
the surface of material, as well as chemical and electronic state of surface atoms.
The method consists of measuring kinetic energy of electrons (s.c. photoelectrons)
ejected from the ≈ 10 nm surface layer of the material after being excited by the
photon with energy in the X-ray region. The photoelectron energy is given by the
relation E′

k = hν−EV
B , where hν is X-ray photon energy and EV

B is photoelectron
binding energy with respect to vacuum, and represents the difference between the
initial and final states of the atom. Because both sample and detector are solid
state, instead of vacuum energy level, Fermi level is taken as a reference. Thus
the photoelectron kinetic energy can be written as E′

k = hν − EF
B − φ, where φ

is the work function of the sample. Since detector parameters are always known
the sample work function is changed with that of the detector. Photoelectron
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kinetic energy is then measured with respect to the Fermi level of the detector.
For the measurement of kinetic energy of photoelectrons a spherical deflection
analyzer [58, 60, 61] is used. The detector consists of two concentric hemispherical
electrodes between which a voltage (Vf ) is applied. The Vf determines the kinetic
energy of a photoelectron in order to reach the detector. The electron energy is
changed by applying the retardation potential (Vr) in front of the entrance slit to
the detector. Since photoelectron’s kinetic energy is determined by Vf and Vr as
Ek = eVr + ekVf , where k is spectrometer constant, the photoelectron’s binding
energy is given by:

EF
B = hν − eVr − ekVf − φsp . (5.1)

The various types of chemical bonds are detected by XPS due to the varying
electron binding energy in atoms. When an atom enters in chemical bond with
another atom the electrons are shifted in dependence of the electronegativity of
the other atoms in chemical bonds. This charge shift causes variation in the atoms
effective charge what shifts electron energy levels, which is in its turn translated
into the XPS peak shifts. Since each chemical bond causes a characteristic peak
shift, by comparing peak position to known standards each type of bond can be
identified. On Figure 5.2a is shown deconvoluted P2p peak that includes compo-
nents dues to bondings of carbon to phosphorus and oxygen. Standards for XPS
data for C–P bondings, and compounds with phosphorus in general, are quite
scarce. To identify the C–P bonds in our CPx thin films we used peak position
for C–P bonding in triphenylphosphine P(C6H5)3 [62]. No peak that could corre-
spond to P–P bonds could have been deconvoluted, indicating thus possibility of
only marginal presence of such bonds in the films. The CPx films proved to be
prone to oxidize very rapidly. The oxide on the surface was removed by sputtering
films by argon ions. The Figures 5.2b and c show significant diminishing of P–O
peak with sputtering confirming that significant quantities of oxygen are present
only on the film surface.

5.2.2 Auger Electron Spectroscopy

The Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is similar to XPS with the difference that
electrons ejected from the atoms are not photoelectrons, but Auger electrons. If
an atom is ionized in one of the core states it will come to its ground state by
filling the core hole by a higher level electron. As a consequence of the electron
transition between two energy levels X-ray photon of the energy corresponding to
the difference between the energy level filled by the transiting electron before and
after transition can be emitted, or the available energy released by the electron
is transfered in a radiationless process to another electron that leave the with the
kinetic energy given by the relation:

Ekin = EK − EL1
− EL2,3

− φ (5.2)

where EK is the energy of the level where initial core hole was created, EL1
is

the energy of the shell from which came the electron that filled the hole, EL2,3

is energy of the shell from which Auger electron originates, and φ is the energy
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Figure 5.2. XPS P2p peak of CP0.1 film showing deconvoluted peaks for C–P
and P–O bonds. The pronounced P–O peak on (a) indicates the significant
amount of oxidized phosphorus on the surface of the film. The P–O peak
becomes gradually smaller during Ar+ sputtering (b), and disappears almost
entirely after 60 min sputtering (c).

barrier (work function) that the Auger electron has to overcome to escape from the
atom [58, 60, 61]. The core electron can be ejected in principle by either electron or
photon, but in AES as ionizing particle in the majority of cases are used electrons.
In my work I used AES as one analytical method to determine composition of
thin films. Typical Auger spectra for CPx are shown on Figure 5.3. The shown
spectra are taken over the wide range of electron kinetic energies for CP0.24 thin
films deposited at Ts = 150�, PAr = 3 mTorr, and Ub = −25) V, in order to have
a picture over all elements present in the sample. Fig. 5.3 a shows spectrum of
the as-deposited sample. Visible are peaks corresponding to carbon (C KL1),
phosphorus (P KL1), and a quite prominent oxygen peak (O KL1) indicating the
presence of a relatively high amount of oxygen atoms in the film. Fig. 5.3 b shows
the spectrum of the same sample, but after being sputtered by Ar+ ions. It is
clear that the oxygen peak has disappeared completely indicating that oxygen is
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Figure 5.3. AES scans of CPx thin film deposited at Ts = 150�,
PAr = 3 mTorr, and Ub = −25)V. a) scan of the as-prepared sample; b) scan
of the same sample after being sputtered with Ar+ ions for 15 min.

present only on the film surface and it is not incorporated in the film’s bulk. P
KL1 peak is more prominent because there is no more oxygen contribution, and
another peak corresponding to phosphorus (P LM1) has also become visible for
the same reason.

5.3 Mechanical Characterization

The mechanical characterization of the CPx and FL–CNx coatings was carried
out by nano-indentation experiments. Here load is applied to a tip of known
shape, and measuring the depth of penetration of the tip into sample. The result
of such measurement is the load-unload vs. displacement curve which shows the
relation between the indenter load and depth of penetration of indenter into the
sample. From the curves it is possible to determine parameters such as; plastic
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and elastic work of indentation, and stiffness. Hardness and reduced modulus were
calculated from the stiffness obtained by area function fitting to the unload part
of the curve in the length 20 % to 95 % of penetration. Recovery was defined as
(hmax − hr)/hmax, where hmax is the maximum penetration depth and hr is the
residual depth of indent. Hardness was defined as H = Pmax/A, where A is the
area of contact at the peak load Pmax. A was calculated from the area function
obtained by indenting fused silica as reference material.

I used a cube-corner indenter rather than a Berkovich indenter in order to
reduce potential substrate effects on the determination of hardness and modulus
of thin film. Because of its smaller tip angle (90◦) compared to Berkovich indenter
(tip angle 143.2◦) cube corner indenter induces more plastic deformation into the
film dissipating in this way energy that would otherwise produce stress field in the
elastically deformed coating, making this stress field more prone to extend into
the substrate. Image of a residual imprint of cube corner indenter on CP0.1 thin
film after being indented by 700µN indenter load is shown on Figure 5.4. It is
noticeable the low surface roughness of the film, absence of residual material piling
on the imprint edges, and shallowness of the residual indent, depth of which is ≈ 6
nm while maximum indenter penetration depth was ≈ 54 nm. By spreading into

Figure 5.4. Residual imprint of cube corner indenter on CP0.1 thin film
deposited at Ts=600�, Ub=-25 V, and PAr=3 mTorr, after being indented
by 700 µN load on cube corner indenter. The residual indent depth is ≈ 6
nm.

the substrate the indenter induced stress field induces the counter reaction of the
substrate which influences on the shape of the load-unload indenting curve which
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is used to determine reduced modulus and hardness according to the Oliver and
Pharr method [63].

According to the model presented by Korsunsky et al. [64] the hardness deter-
mined from the slope of the unload part of the indentation curve is a composite
hardness consisting of film and substrate hardness, the later becoming more pro-
nounced with the increasing normalized indentation depth which is defined as the
ratio between the maximum indenter penetration depth (hmax) and film thickness.
The other potential problem arises due to the fact that Oliver and Pharr method
is based on the assumption that it responds to the indentation in the same manner
as reference material used for area function calibration. In the case of films de-
posited on harder substrates, as is the case with the FL–CNx thin films deposited
on Si substrate, the film material piles up against the indenter causing larger ef-
fective contact area than predicted by calibration, causing the method to possibly
overestimate somewhat hardness and the effective increase of hardness with the
increasing hmax [65]. However, no residual material piling on indenter imprints on
AFM images of both FL–CNx and CPx (Fig. 5.4) thin films have been detected.
This suggest that any hardness overestimation for both materials is marginal.

5.4 Water Adsorption on CNx and CPx Coatings

The surface of sputtered FL–CNx films is composed of carbon atoms with sp,
sp2, and sp3 hybridizations. Dependent on hybridization, carbon atoms contain
different number of dangling bonds. When exposed to air dangling bonds react
with oxygen and form oxygen containing polar groups such as C-O-C, C-OH, C-
H, and C=O. (See Papers V and VI). It was found that on amorphous CNx

films the oxidized carbon atoms provide polarized surface regions susceptible to
adsorb water molecules. In contrast the sp3 bonds in the FL–CNx films reduce the
number of dangling bonds compared to amorphous CNx films or pure graphite,
thus making them less prone to absorb water. This was confirmed by electron spin
resonance measurements (ESR) which showed that in contrast to a–CNx films, the
FL–CNx films showed no ESR signal, what is compatible with the presence of very
low number of dangling bonds.

The surface roughness of the coatings in another factor that plays an important
role in water adsorption on film surfaces. Increased surface roughness causes an
increased surface area and creates valleys in which capillary condensation can
occur. It was shown [66] that FL–CNx have the lowest roughness compared to
amorphous CNx and pure graphite films.

For the water adsoption measurements, CPx [67] and FL–CNx (Papers V and
VI) coatings were deposited on both sides of quartz crystals. The mass of the
water adsorbed was determined by quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), exposing
the samples to water vapor in vacuum chamber. The change of the QCM frequency
was monitored and the mass of the water adsorbed on the surface of the coatings
was calculated using the Sauerberey equation:

∆f = −C∆m (5.3)
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where ∆f and ∆m are the change in frequency and the adsorbed mass of water
respectively. C is a constant that depends on the quartz crystal used as substrate.

Because of the promising results of the water adsorption on FL–CNx coating,
we decided to extend the same kind of measurements also to CPx coatings. The
theoretical results showed the lower energy cost for the formation of dangling bonds
both on the film surface and in the film for FL–CPx compared to FL–CNx. This
indicates that more dangling bonds will be present in FL–CPx films compared
to FL–CNx structures [67], what implies somewhat increased water adsorption
on CPx compared to CNx. Very recently, we have confirmed these theoretical
insights by the experiment [67] which showed more pronounced water adsorption
on FL–CPx compared to FL–CNx, but significantly less compared to a–CPx and
particularly to a–C.



CHAPTER 6

Contribution to the Field

– ”What has arisen must come to pass,
What is past must be resurrected.“
– Laibach

I submit the following two aspects from this Thesis as my main contributions
to the research field of the materials science of C-based thin films:� I shifted the focus from exclusively basic research on the CNx compounds to

studies of the applicability of this material;� I introduced and explored CPx compounds as a basis for other FL carbon
based thin solid films obtained by substituting nitrogen with other elements.

As shown in this Thesis (Papers V and VI), I discovered that in matter of water
adsorption characteristics, FL–CNx coatings outperform other coating materials,
including a-CNx, that are commercially used as computer hard disk top coatings.

In order to improve the mechanical properties of the FL–CNx material I made a
radical change in the approach to the problem. By introducing phosphorus instead
of nitrogen to the graphene structure I expected to modify the film growth in such a
way do produce more fragmented, interlocked, and interconnected graphene planes
compared to FL–CNx. Such structure would imply a material with improved
mechanical properties with respect to these of FL–CNx. To test the hypothesis
we developed several theoretical models based on ab-initio methodology. I show
here that phosphorus atoms substitutionally incorporated into the graphene induce
formation of tetragon rings and cross-linking. Both of those factors are responsible
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for inducing stronger curvature and interlocking of graphene planes than for the
case of FL–CNx (Papers I and II).

To synthesize the theoretically designed CPx compounds, I employed the mag-
netron sputtering method. I designed and built from scratch the deposition system
optimized for the deposition of these compounds by using as a sputtering source
a compound target consisting of graphite and red phosphorus. In this system I
synthesized a completely new material which showed structural properties con-
sistent with our theoretical predictions and mechanical properties that are well
compatible with the use of the material as a protective coating (Papers III and
IV). The main characteristics of the CPx thin films are the following:� Structure with some similarities to the fullerene-like structure of FL–CNx.� CPx coatings compared to FL–CNx coatings display greater hardness, com-

parable resiliency, comparable or smaller surface roughness, comparable or
smaller friction coefficient[68], and much improved adhesion to steel.� The best mechanical properties of CPx films appear for phosphorus content
of ∼ 10 at.%. For phosphorus contents of more than 20 at.%, the mechanical
properties of CPx deteriorate, but hardness remain comparable to that of
FL–CNx.� With the exception for the water adsorption on the surface, CPx coatings
proved to be superior or comparable to FL–CNx coatings in all till now
examined properties.

For a future outlook, I would like to lay out a few research directions for carbon
based FL materials.

1. FL–CNx showed its superior properties in low surface water adsorption what,
in combination with its resiliency and chemical inertness, makes it very in-
teresting protective coating not only for computer hard disks, as already
intended, but also for other protective applications, specially in the corro-
sive environments where no exceptional resistance to wear is required. The
main problem with FL–CNx thin films remains, however, their inadequate
adhesion to ferrous surfaces. Dr. Broitman has shown very recently that
using high power pulsed magnetron sputtering is a possible solution to that
issue [69, 70].

2. CPx proved here to posses exceptional mechanical properties. The fine tun-
ing of the optimal deposition conditions remain to be done, but more impor-
tant, the already started tribological characterization that will give needed
information about the real applicability of the material should be completed.

3. Other materials can be envisioned by substituting nitrogen and phosphorus
with other p–elements. My candidates would be primarily sulfur and ar-
senic. Arsenic lies in the same group of the periodic system as nitrogen and
phosphorus suggesting similarities in chemical properties. However, arsenic
does not form such a wide variety of chemical bonds with other elements
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compared to phosphorus, implying less diversified structural growth possi-
bilities. Probably, an even more interesting option would be sulfur which lies
in Group 16 of the Periodic Table. From its extra valence electron compared
to phosphorus, as well as the variety of chemical bonds that it can form with
atoms of other elements, sulfur presents a viable candidate for new structural
growth possibilities in CSx thin films.
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CHAPTER 7

Summary of Appended Papers

– ”Dopotutto, il primo dovere di una persona colta è di essere sem-
pre pronta a riscrivere l’enciclopedia.“

– Umberto Eco

Paper I is a theoretical study of CPx compounds and predicts the existence of
FL–CPx. The first part of the study consists of the examination of the diversity
and stability of CnPm (1 ≤ n,m ≤ 3) clusters. These precursors were expected to
form in the deposition flux and act as precursors for the formation of CPx. Our
models showed much greater potential diversity of CnPm precursor species forming
in the deposition flux compared to CnPm species in the case of CNx films. In the
second part of the study we did a geometry optimization and cohesive energy
calculation on the CPx clusters having substitutional P at C sites in graphene
layers, as well as introducing defects in shape of rings different to hexagonal rings
of perfect graphene plane. Our results showed stability of tetragonal rings and
plausibility for P-P bonds.

Paper II addresses the next challenge in understanding CPx compounds by
simulating their structural evolution during synthetic growth. The model systems
used for our simulations consisted of templates to which volatile CnPm species
were added. The most important results include energetical favorizing of cross-
linking as well as interlinking of separate graphene planes. This caused that the
most competitive chains of bonding events during the synthetic growth included
the formation of cage-like and onion-like conformations. C-P bond rotation in
the graphene plane is promoted near the phosphorus atom incorporation site. For
phosphorus content of up till 10 at.%, well-structured CPx films are expected. For
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higher phosphorus concentration, films become increasingly amorphous, while for
phosphorus content concentrations exceeding 20 at.%, clustering and segregation
of phosphorus is to be expected.

Paper III is the first report on the deposition of magnetron sputtered low phos-
phorus content FL–CPx thin films. The XPS, TEM/SAED, and nanoindentation
testing results are presented. It is found that the CPx thin films display the best
mechanical properties and locally ordered structure for the phosphorus content of
10 at.%. Comparatively to FL–CNx thin films with optimal mechanical properties
CPx thin films showed to be harder and to posses similar resiliency.

In Paper IV I report on the extension of the synthesis of the CPx films to a
wider range of deposition conditions compared to these described in Paper III. I
introduce the Raman spectroscopy characterization, which results are compared
to the TEM/SAED characterization results for the films deposited in a range of
values for deposition parameters. Compared to our previous work presented in
Paper III, this paper extends the XPS characterization to the CPx films deposited
at the low substrate temperature (150 °C), and reports on analysis of oxidation of
phosphorus in films.

In Paper V are presented results of our initial study on the water adsorption on
FL–CNx coatings. We compare the water uptake on a-CHy and a-CNx coatings,
used widely as computer hard disk overcoats, to that on FL–CNx, and a-C and
a-Csp2. The influence of the commercial lubricant used in hard disk devices on the
amount of the adsorbed water was also investigated. Films were exposed to various
ambient pressures of the water vapor to study the rate of water adsorption. We
found out that FL–CNx coatings adsorbed on their surface less water compared
to commercial a-CHy coatings, as well as compared to a-CNx, a-C and a-Csp2.
The presence of the lubricant affected slightly the adsorption level for FL–CNx

films, while all films reached equilibrium with the ambient humidity in a matter
of minutes.

Paper VI is the summary of our most recent work on FL–CNx thin films. In
this paper we extended our study on the water adsorption on FL–CNx overcoats
presented also in Paper V. FL–CNx films show tendency to adsorb much less water
on their surface compared to a-CNx films which are widely used as protective
overcoats for computer hard disks. In this paper we back up our experimental
results on the amount on adsorbed water on different CNx films by theoretical
models on the formation of dangling bonds in the films. These theoretical results
are then compared to the experimental analysis of dangling bonds by electron
paramagnetic resonance.

Paper VII presents work on the application of CNx coatings for the wear pro-
tection and friction reduction of automotive valve train applications. For analysis,
CNx thin films were deposited on steel shims taken from engine valve-train. Films
of various N content were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, atomic force
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microscopy, and energy dispersive X-ray analysis. Mechanical and tribological
properties were determined by nanoindentation testing, scratch adhesion testing,
reciprocating sliding wear testing, and in-situ valve-train testing. The valve-train
performance of the FL–CNx coatings is investigated and compared to that of the
commercially available DLC coatings.
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